CSI Building Knowledge,
Improving Project Delivery

NOVEMBER MEETING
Code Compliance and the NFPA 285
in Commercial Wall Assemblies
November 13, 2014
Over the past 5 years the changes in wall assemblies has also changed the way we
specify and relate to construction documents and the building industry. Come to the
next CSI meeting to learn more about why: testing is so important, about common
concerns, the different options available and the advantages and challenges in these
new wall assemblies. This information will be a huge benefit to the architects,
specifiers, engineers, consultants and product representatives.
Presenter
Jeff Beckstead, Hunter Panels Xci, Western Regional Manager
Learning Objectives
1. What is the NFPA 285 Fire Test and why is it so important?
 Pass/Fail Fire Performance Test
 Component Driven Test
 Code Compliance and the NFPA 285
2. What are common concerns encountered with NFPA 285 assembly design and
installation?
 Improper Combination of Materials
 NFPA 285 and other Types of CI, Compatibility, No Compatibility
 Window and Door Details
 Cladding Transitions
3. What are the different types of CI Options that offer NFPA 285 compliance?
 EIFS, Board Insulation (Polyiso, EPS, XPS, Mineral Wool) Insulated
Cladding, Spray Insulation, Pre-insulated Concrete
4. What are the advantages and challenges of CI Board Products in NFPA 285
assemblies?
 Maximize Space/R value
 Airflow
 Moisture
 Attachment Methods
 WRB Drainage Plane Placement
 Component Costs
Cost
Members: Free
Non-Members: $25

Where
DoubleTree Suites
320 N. 44th St., Phoenix, AZ

Time
11:00 AM
12:00 PM

11:30 AM
12:50 PM

Registration/Networking
Presentation

Introductions/Chapter Business
Closing Remarks

Reservations can be made by online at: http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixNovember2014
- OR- Louise Rehse at 602-258-7499 or Louise@TheReferenceLibrary.com
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By: T.J. Valdez, CSI , The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.

As I was driving my nine-year-old daughter home from cheerleading practice last night, I was thinking about
what to write for message this month. Taking advantage of the resources I had at my disposal, I asked her what
she thought I should write about. After explaining what CSI is and what my goals were for the year, she was
ready with an answer.
“You should tell them how they can reach their goals, both individual goals and group goals.”
Out of the mouths of babes…
In hindsight, I’m sure the fact that we just came from her cheer practice influenced her a bit, but her idea was
spot on. I’m so proud that at such a young age, she recognizes the value of setting goals. Whether it’s getting
your front punch (apparently a cheerleading move), encouraging people to get involved in their local professional organization, or gunning for that promotion, make sure you’re setting goals. As Yogi said, “If you don’t
know where you’re going, you might not get there.”
So how can CSI help you reach your goals, the professional goals you have for yourself and for your company?
I’m not going to list them all here, but there are many. Looking for a raise? Why not put some extra letters after
your name like CDT, CCPR, CCCA, or CCS? Looking to spread the word about a new product or a specific service that your firm specializes in? Write a technical article for the newsletter. And don’t forget our brand new
spec writing classes that will be debuting later this fiscal year.
And group goals? Well that’s easy. Grab a friend from your firm and have them go with you to one of our educational programs. Your firm will be that much stronger with TWO well educated, industry savvy professionals! Not
to mention the fact that it’s always more fun with a friend. Or maybe your company is looking for better exposure
to emerging professionals. Encourage a few people to volunteer with you to mentor ASU students in a bridge
building challenge we’re going to create, organize, and help run this fiscal year.
I’ll even make it easy for you. Here’s my email address: tjv@twenty1tec.com. Click that, then cut and paste the
message below, delete whatever doesn’t apply, and then hit send. I’ll take it from there.
Dear TJ,
I’m interested in how CSI can help me reach my goals! Please contact me with more information on:
-

Earning my CDT, CCPR, CCCA, or CCS

-

Writing a technical article for the newsletter

-

Our professional development classes

-

Our spec writing classes

-

Mentoring ASU students in the Bridge Builder competition

-

Creating the parameters for the Bridge Builder competition

-

Otherwise getting involved with CSI Phoenix

I look forward to hearing from you!
See? It’s that easy. Click. Cut. Paste. Send. See how we can help you meet your goals.

CSI AWARENESS RECAP - SEPT. MEMBERSHIP MEETING
By: Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, MPI ACT, MPI ACS, Affiliate Member AIA Arizona , Dunn Edwards Paints

The goal of the September membership meeting was to create excitement within the CSI Phoenix Chapter
providing reasons for making membership a worthwhile investment in one’s self and the industry.
The afternoon luncheon started off as T.J. Valdez introduced himself as the new Phoenix Chapter President.
Awards Chairman Mark Yarish presented Okland Construction and The Reference Library with CSI Southwest
Region awards for their major contributions to the industry.
Next up was what all Chapter Committee Chairs were anxiously awaiting, speed dating CSI style.
Each Committee Chair spent a few minutes at each table discussing what’s on tap for their committee and
expressing their past involvement with this and other CSI Chapters / Institute. Here are some other points on
what was discussed.









What does each committee do?
What’s the time commitment?
Special events this year.
Educational courses
New evening specification classes.
Free publicity by sharing an article in the Chapter newsletter.
Advertising, including Table Tops.
The Technical Committee’s full fledged experiment in conjunction with Arizona State University.

This was a first for the Chapter, a good start to the new year!

ARIZONA BUILDING OFFICIALS - CODE CHANGE MEETINGS
The meeting is conducted by the Arizona Building Officials (AZBO). The committee’s task over the next few
months is to review the 2015 “I” Codes to propose to the organization any probable code sections that may
warrant change due to clarity and/or stay in compliance with State Statues. Code changes based on clarity or
errors will be submitted and presented at the national level in January 2015.
The meetings are free and lunch is provided by Stantec, however, the meetings are limited to 20 people.
Any questions and RSVPs can be directed to Bert Stone at (602) 707-4603 or Bert.Stone@Stantec.com
Dates
Nov 20th
Dec 18th

Time
11:00 am to 2:00 pm

Location
Stantec
8211 South 48th Street, Room 100
Phoenix AZ 85044-5355

Cost
No Cost
Lunch will be provided by Stantec.

The CSI Phoenix Chapter invites you to an…

Evening with

Paul Simonsen
FCSI, CCS, CCCA, NCARB, LEED AP

to celebrate his elevation to

DISTINGUISHED
MEMBER!*

The Details:
Date:
Time:
Location:

October 25, 2014
6:00 to 9:00 pm
Palomar Phoenix | Cityscape
Fresco Room & Patio
2 East Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
(602) 253-6633

Hors d’oeuvres and cash bar

Paul receiving his award at
CONSTRUCT 2014 in Baltimore

* Distinguished membership is the most prestigious honor a member can receive in CSI. Only 44 members
have received this honor since the award was instituted in 1954.

RSVP to The Reference Library: 602-258-7499
jill@thereferencelibrary.c
om louise@thereferencelibrary
.com
Tools will be pr
ovided Enter parking area off Central north of Indian
Sc
hool - FREE PARKING

ENJOY FALL COLORS INSIDE YOUR
HOME WITH A FRESH COAT OF PAINT
Originally published by Paint Quality Institute
Submitted by Tim Garver, CSI, CDT, LEED AP, Dunn Edwards

Saturated hues of red, yellow, and orange are among the best interior paint colors, and you can make them a
permanent part of your indoor environment in just a day or two.
Where to apply them? Fall’s warm palette works beautifully in almost any room, but these colors are especially
comforting in a dining room or den. Still, the choice is yours.
And don’t fret that you have to choose just one harvest hue for your home’s interior. Take a cue from Mother
Nature and mimic the splendor of autumn scenery by mixing and matching two, three, or even more warm
shades of amber, deep orange, bronze, scarlet, rust, even smoky purple, in a cornucopia of color.
You can do this by introducing two or more paint colors in a single room -- one on the walls and another on
the trim, for example. Or, be a little more daring and paint three walls in one rustic shade, and use an entirely
different paint color on the fourth, as an accent wall.
For even more autumn ambiance, consider painting adjacent rooms in different shades of gold, bronze and
crimson. The sight lines from room to room will be reminiscent of beautiful fall scenery, with layer after layer
of glorious color.
And don’t assume that you have to confine the color to just your walls and woodwork. You can sneak even more
autumn shades into your décor by painting a favorite piece of furniture, a built-in bookcase, or your fireplace
mantle in a harvest hue. As long as you draw inspiration from nature’s palette, you won’t go wrong.
Once you’ve finished painting, don’t be surprised if you feel a warm glow. Autumnal hues are not only pleasing
to look at -- they can actually make a room feel warmer and cozier. So much so that you may even be able to
turn down your thermostat a degree or two, saving enough on your energy bill to pay for your home’s beautiful
new color scheme.
To keep your new paint colors looking fresh not just for fall, but for many seasons to come, use only top quality
paints made with 100% acrylic. These paints are not only more durable than most, but they also resist fading,
which will keep the color looking brilliant and beautiful.
So consider celebrating the turning of the leaves in a different way this year by harvesting some glorious autumn
paint color for your home interior. It’s a great way to extend the beauty of this bountiful season!
For more information on interior painting, color selection, and newly developed paint and primer products, visit
the Paint Quality Institute blog at blog.paintquality.com.

BRIDGES FOR THE PHOENIX RENEWS COMMUNITY GARDEN
By: Richard Vullo, CDT , Häfele America Co .

On October 1, members from CSI met with
Phil Horton from ASU along with Katie Porier
and Tom Waldeck from Keep Phoenix
Beautiful at the Phoenix Renews Community
Gardens to begin planning a competition for
ASU students at the Phoenix Renews
Community Gardens on Central Av. CSI
plans to partner with ASU’s schools of Design,
Engineering, and Construction, as well as
the Keep Phoenix Beautiful organization to:






Build safe, functional, and beautiful
bridges and water tank shade
structures for the PHX Renews
Pictured above: TJ Valdez, Kelly Gray, Katie Poirier (Keep Phoenix Beautiful),
community gardens.
Phil Horton (ASU), and John Cribbs (ASU).
Experience the relationship between
project participants.
Appreciate standard documentation practices.
Demonstrate to the community the value of the professional services of the Design, Engineering, and
Construction community.

CSI’s roll will be to establish the contest rules,
and administer the contest. In addition, CSI
will provide judges, as well as help to secure
sponsors, and professional mentors for
the contestants.
A framework has been established, but we
still have much to do. At the moment we still
need to flush out details of the contest and
have just begun the process of finding judges,
mentors, and sponsors. If you are interested
in helping out, please contact a board member
or committee chairperson right away.

Construction Documents Technology Seminar:

Understanding Construction
Contract Documents
A 3-day seminar for design and
construction professionals
seeking knowledge in the
relationship between and
application of construction
contract documents
 AND 
For candidates of CSI’s
Construction Documents
Technologist (CDT) certificate
examination

Sponsored by the
Construction Specifications Institute
Phoenix Chapter
Where:

The Reference Library
(see map on reverse side)

Dates:

March 19th through 21st, 2015

Times:

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (Lunch provided)
Registration at 7:30 a.m. on March 19th

Cost:

CSI Members/Nonmembers
Students (12+ credit hours)

$275.00
$85.00

Program Overview
This course is designed for entry level and experienced readers and writers of written Construction
Contract Documents. Each session is intended to be 8 hours in duration. The fundamental
information is intended for readers and writers of construction documents and presents an
understanding of how the documents are organized and specific procedures for following certain
requirements.
This course is also beneficial to candidates taking the CSI Construction Documents Technologist
(CDT) exam. Registration for the exam is independent of this seminar. The cost defined above is for
this seminar only and does not include any fees for the certification exams, or for the CSI Project
Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG), which serves as source material for the exam.
INFORMATION FOR INTERN ARCHITECTS!
Intern architects who take and pass the CDT exam can earn 40 supplementary education
hours towards their NCARB Certification.
The course content will also prepare intern architects for the Construction Documents and
Services Division of the Architectural Registration Examination (ARE®).

Program Content
Fundamentals – Concepts applicable to the basic understanding of the construction document process
Planning & Pre-Design – Activities and documents related to project conception and project delivery
Design - Activities and documents related to converting an owner's program into written and graphic documents
Procurement – Process of bidding, negotiating, and contracting to purchase the work
Construction – Activities and procedures related to the administration of the contract
Post-Construction – Activities and documents related to transition from construction to ongoing facility management

Registration Form
Name: ___________________________________ Occupation:
Company: ___________________________________________________ Work Phone:
Address: _________________________________ City: _____________________ ZIP:
E-mail address: ______________________________________________ CSI Member No.:
Registration:

 CSI member - $275

 Non-member - $275

 Student - $85

(SEATING IS LIMITED)
This seminar will be based on, and supported by, the CSI Project Delivery Practice Guide (PDPG) and AIA General
Conditions. Although study materials will be handed out in the seminar, it is highly recommended that you purchase a copy
of the PDPG if you plan on taking the CDT Examination. It is the essential study guide for the CDT exam and a valuable
office resource. AIA Document A201 General Conditions will be a part of the handout materials. Information on purchasing
the PDPG is available on the CSI web site at www.csinet.org and within the CSI catalog.

Two Options for Payment
1) Send Registration and Checks to:

2) Pay Online at CSI Phoenix Online Payment website:
Enter “CDT Spring 2015 Seminar” in Payment
Description field.
Email application to jill@thereferencelibrary.com,
fax to (602) 297-6613, or mail to address at left.

CSI Construction Documents Seminar
℅ The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, AZ 85004
(Make checks payable to “CSI Phoenix”)

For Additional Information, Contact Jill Anderson at
jill@thereferencelibrary.com or 602-258-7499

The Reference Library
99 E. Virginia Ave., #140
Phoenix, Arizona 85004

E. Thomas Rd

N. Central Ave.

N. 7th St.

E. Virginia Ave.

N. 3rd St.

W. Virginia Ave.

N. 3rd Ave..

N. 7th Ave.

W. Thomas Rd

North

THE TRADESHOW.
over 95 new products—interior and exterior
brought to you by The Reference Library
(in conjunction with the AIA State Conference)
602.258.7499 www.thereferencelibrary.com

Tile and Stone
Glass and Metal

Metal Roofing
Foam Roofing

Architecture
&
Design

Windows
Doors
Hardware

Wallcovering
Fabric
Leather
Furniture

Lighting fixtures
Lighting controls

Brick
Block
Pavers

THE TRADESHOW.
Thursday, October 23, 2014
Noon to 5:00pm

Sheraton Phoenix Downtown
340 North 3rd Street, Phoenix, AZ
Food, drinks, door prizes, raffles, free

AIA ARIZONA NOVEMBER CALENDAR
November 4th—SAC Board of Directors
November 5th—Communications Committee
November 6th—Central Arizona Architecture Foundation Meeting
November 6th—Advisory Council Meeting
November 6th—SAC Chapter Meeting
November 7th—Educational Outreach Committee
November 13th—Phoenix Metro Board of Directors
November 14th—Scottsdale Section Meeting
November 20th—Chapter / Annual Meeting
November 21st—2015 Board Planning Session
November 26th—Advocacy Committee

www.AIA-Arizona.org

Thank you Soprema for supporting the chapter with a banner ad on our website!

November 13th meeting
http://tinyurl.com/CSIPhoenixNovember2014

UPCOMING EDUCATION EVENTS
November 1st— Shade House Volunteer Afternoon
January 23rd— Facility Tour
March 19th and 20th—CCCA Prep
April 10th— Let’s Get Dirty at Sherwin Williams

Call for Sponsors				

AIA + CSI

2014 Imagination Cube

The Value of your Sponsorship
As a proud sponsor of the 2014 Imagination Cube you can enjoy the
benefits and opportunities while expanding your architectural network
and becoming a valuable resource to the Arizona design community.
Each year a selected building product/manufacturer along with AIA
Arizona and Phoenix Chapter Construction Specifications sponsors the
Imagination Cube in conjunction with the AIA Arizona Design Awards
Gala which will be held at the Hotel Valley Ho, November 15, 2014.
The Imagination Cube award recognizes imaginative investigation and
creative design that explore the potential of a building product(s).
In addition to the Trophy Award and Certificate, the winner will receive
a 3 - night trip for two to a destination with hotel and airfare included
with travel stipend. The destination is determined, based on the selected
sponsor.
It is important to our architectural community that we encourage, support
and celebrate the creation of dynamic design opportunities. While
stimulating new ideas, supporting our diversed economic base. The
Imagination Cube Award encourages exciting new products and services
to our architectural community.

Past Sponsors:
Hallmark Building
Supplies, Inc. - 2013
Arcadia Inc. - 2012
Magnum
Companies - 2011
Pinta Acoustic - 2010
BEMO USA - 2009
Hunter
Douglas - 2008
Technical Glass
Products - 2007
Arizona Masonry
Guild - 2006

If you would like to be recognized by your architectural community as the
product/manufacturer sponsor for the 2014 Imagination Cube. Please feel
free to contact Ken Martinek, kmartinek@arcadiainc.com, 602.734.5327,
or Ben Perrone, ben@hollystreetstudio.com, 602.258.8555
“Participating twice over the last 15 years as the “I” Cube sponsor continues
to provide Arcadia the opportunity to stay connected to the architectural
community. Our sponsorship has also been a way to help us understand
some of the issues our architectural clients are dealing with currently.”
-Ken Martinek, Arcadia, Inc.

THE COLOR CORNER
by: Merrilou Peek, CSI, CDT, PPG Architectural Coatings

Metamerism is an ever-present concern in determining paint colors for commercial projects. Simply stated,
metamerism is a phenomenon where two color samples (or colored surfaces) appear to match in one type of
lighting, but do not appear to match under other lighting conditions. In some cases of metamerism, a product
or color that appears beige for instance under fluorescent lighting, may appear gray or even pink under
incandescent or natural lighting. The effect is not always consistent either. For instance, a blue office chair
selected in an office may turn green under different lighting, and the blue matching countertop may appear
more violet under the same lighting.
When comparing samples or drawdowns it may be a wise decision to select a color sample under the form
of lighting that will be present on the completed project, then compare the actual product in that same light.
When selecting an exterior color, take the final color selection outside to determine if it is really the color you
are seeing under your office lights. When approving drawdowns, or other actual product samples do the same
thing.
Most paint matching facilities have “color corrected” lighting that mimics the truest match under natural lighting,
but if a paint or other product has been matched under natural lighting and is evaluated under incandescent or
fluorescent lighting, the difference may be shocking.
Not only construction materials are affected by metamerism. Clothing, hair color, photographs, printed project
renderings, even your eye color may appear very different under various lighting conditions. Being aware of
metamerism may help those selecting colors to avoid confusion on the project.

Bring this ad to
the new
facility
anytime in the
month of
November and
receive a 10%
discount on
your entire
order!

SHELDON WOLFE
Where Have I Heard That Before?
"It is probable that few members of the profession will disagree
[that] the preparation of specifications receives less study and
attention in proportion to its importance than any other phase of
architectural or engineering practice. It is generally conceded
that there is need for accurate, concise, yet comprehensive
specifications in order to secure the best results from any set of
plans. In our architectural schools … instruction in specification
writing has been neglected to such an extent that those to whom
the task of specification writing has fallen have usually been
forced to educate themselves. As a natural sequence of this
condition we find too many inaccurate and incomplete documents
accompanying drawings under the guise of specifications."
If you participate in or visit CSI groups on LinkedIn, or follow discussions on 4specs.com, or talk with just about
any specifier, it's likely you have heard similar comments. Most of those who work with specifications appreciate
their value, and believe that, to be effective, they must contain all the information needed by the contractor, they
must not contain irrelevant information, and they must be easy to understand.
Following is more of the comment from which I took the opening quotation.
"IT is probable that few members of the profession will disagree with the statement that, considered broadly,
the preparation of specifications receives less study and attention in proportion to its importance than any
other phase of architectural or engineering practice. It is generally conceded that there is need for accurate,
concise, yet comprehensive specifications in order to secure the best results from any set of plans. Yet to
many architects and engineers the task of their preparation is onerous, and in order to produce a written
document to accompany the drawings they sometimes even resort to the re-working of old specifications. It
is usually discovered later that they do not accurately apply to the work in hand.
"In our architectural schools … instruction in
specification writing has been neglected to such
an extent that those to whom the task of
specification writing has fallen have usually been
forced to educate themselves. As a natural
sequence of this condition we find too many
inaccurate and incomplete documents accompanying drawings under the guise of specifications.
"It is because of these conditions that THE
AMERICAN ARCHITECT notes with the greatest
satisfaction the initiation of a movement to
organize The American Specification Institute
along the lines of the National Professional
Societies.
"It is obvious that The American Specification
Institute should have as its fundamental
purpose the education of its membership so as to
assure better and more uniform specifications, the
dissemination of information relating to the
production of raw materials, their manufacture or
fabrication into finished products, and how, when
and where to use the different materials. When the
specification writer has acquired a thorough
understanding of the materials and equipment described and called for in his specifications he will be able to
write more intelligently and produce a document that will furnish protection alike to the client, the architect,
the builder and the manufacturer.

The above was printed in 1920, in The American Architect, published from 1876 through 1938, when it was
absorbed by Architectural Record. In following issues, readers responded.
"The average architect beginning practice to-day knows very little about this most important phase of his
work. He little knows how much stress a client will put on his knowledge of stone and concrete; the grades of
lumber; the most efficient kinds of paint for various purposes; what constitutes the various grades of glass;
plumbing goods; hardware and electrical work. The architect to correctly specify must know these things intelligently and intimately so that he may not only be in a position to advise the client but to advise the builder
if necessary. Architecture is the art of building thoroughly even as much as making buildings attractive."
Heacock & Hokanson
"It occurs to me that architects in the past have paid altogether too little attention to this important phase of
their work, and too little opportunity for development has been given to those men who are engaged in specification writing. The result of this has been that often our well-conceived projects have been poorly constructed, and proper provision has too often not been made to protect various materials in the proper manner." H. Kenneth Franzheim, architect
"I agree that the specification practice of most architects offices is the least creditable part of their work, due
probably to several things: First, … in an effort to hasten the work, old specifications for similar buildings are
often rehashed and made over with a greater or lesser degree of success, mostly less. Secondly, specifications are to the majority of architects the least interesting part of their work, the very essential to the best interests of their client. " An old subscriber
"Most specification writers receive their training at the present time solely in the school of experience, which
is, of course, excellent, but does not cover the entire ground, for the reason that these men are usually the
product of training of one or two offices which have their individual methods." Wm. O. Ludlow, architect
Not everyone agreed. I recently heard an architect express an opinion similar to the following.
"We, of course, do not approve of any institution that would seek to standardize so important a document as
a specification, because we believe that personality and creativeness enter as much into this branch of the
architect's work as in matters of design and execution of drawings. We do not believe that you can make
specification specialists because we believe the specification maker must be imbued with all the art and
questions of accomplishing a building and it is a subject as intimate as the architect himself."
Edwards & Sayward
Isn't it interesting that we're voicing the same concerns now as were expressed nearly a hundred years ago?
© 2014, Sheldon Wolfe, RA, FCSI, CCS, CCCA, CSC
Agree? Disagree? Leave your comments at http://swspecificthoughts.blogspot.com/.
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NOVEMBER 05
WOODWORK INSTITUTE FIELD TRIP
MILLWORK, Dick McClure, 916-214-9330

TO

WESTERN

2940 W. Willetta St, Phoenix – Location for this seminar!

NOVEMBER 12
Armstrong Ceilings, Bob Trimble, 480-215-3152
“Flexible by Design: Innovative Approaches for Powering Low
Energy Buildings”
1 AIA LU and 1 GBCI Credit

1 AIA LU
“Architectural Woodwork Standards Edition 2”
You will:
-Be able to locate the grade rules for each product
-Be able to Name the four parts of each Architectural Woodwork
Standards Edition 2 (AWS): general, product, installation and test
-Be able to Name the three quality grades and understand which
represent higher standards
-Understand the Woodwork Institute’s Quality Assurance
Programs.

NOVEMBER 19
All Steel/Interiors by Staples, Scott Thomas, 773-401-9392

We will discuss the drive toward Net Zero Energy buildings,
identify standards related to building power distribution,
understand how modular approaches to energy and interiors
can be integrated for more flexible, effective spaces, and
implement design strategies for different types of spaces.

NOVEMBER 26
NO PRESENTATION - - HAPPY THANKSGIVING

1 AIA LU w/HSW and o.1 IDCEC
“Wellbeing in the Office: Prevention Means Business”
Wellbeing is no longer a want; it’s a need in office environments.
This course will discuss how wellness affects employers, what are
the wellness factors that affect space and how are programs such
as the Well Building Standard making changes in this area?

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o 11/05 Woodwork Institute
o Call and remind me at
11/12
Armstrong
Ceilings
o
o Call and remind me at
o 11/19 AllSteel/Staples
o Call and remind me at

Phoenix

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com or louise@thereferencelibrary.com

1
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NOVEMBER 20
Progressive Hardscapes, Mike Riggs, 623-5822274

“Innovative Applications for Architectural Concrete”
1 AIA LU with HSW
This program examines decorative concrete application
techniques, design options and benefits over other paving
and flooring systems. Participants will learn about a variety
of application methods, innovative systems and inventive
products used when working with the versatile medium of
concrete. The program addresses the many ways to add
texture, color and design elements to new concrete or
renovated hardscape surfaces.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o
o

11/20 Progressive
Hardscapes

o
o

Tempe

Call and remind me at
Call and remind me at

NAME(S)
(limit 3 from one company)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com

2
©1988 The Reference Library, LLC. All rights reserved.
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NOVEMBER 13, Milgard, Kerry Stevens, 951-536-1226
1 AIA LU, 1 GBCI LU
“Window Energy Performance Ratings (MM-RATE)
We will:
1. Examine window performance ratings and understand how they can impact and improve the built environment
and performance of a building.
2. Discuss high performance window technologies that increase energy efficiency and sustainability.
3. Introduce the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) program and discuss how it helps windows meet
building energy code requirements.
4. Describe what criteria must be met in order for windows to contribute to various standards, codes and
voluntary practices for performance and energy efficiency.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS FOR THE FOLLOWING SEMINARS:
o

11/13

Milgard

o

Scottsdale

Call and remind me at

NAME(S)

COMPANY

PHONE

RSVP TO THE REFERENCE LIBRARY – Fax 602-297-6613 Phone 602-258-7499
Email jill@thereferencelibrary.com

or

louise@thereferencelibrary.com

3
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OFFICERS 2014-2015
President
T.J. Valdez
The Twenty-One Tech Company, Inc.
480-226-5809
TJV@Twenty1Tec.com

Secretary
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

President Elect
Eduardo Galindo
Ed Galindo Architect
480-751-8780
GalindoEd@outlook.com

Treasurer
Teri Hand
Tnemec/Southwest Coating Consultants
602-418-1268
THand@Tnemec.com

1st Vice President
Bobbi Jo Huskey
480-421-8186
BobbiJoHuskey@msn.com

Director (through 2015)
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Gary Campbell
ASSA ABLOY .
480-688-7919
GCampbell@assaabloydss.com

Director (through 2016)
Kelly Gray
DLR Group
602-381-.8580
KGray@DLRGroup.com

Dennis Keane
Stego Industries
480-459-5749
DennisKeane@StegoIndustries.com

2nd Vice President
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Architects
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Past President
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS 2014-2015
Certification
John Campbell
Marlene Imirzian & Associates Arch.
480-399-1805
JohnRCampbell@cox.net

Awards
Mark Yarish
The Orcutt Winslow Partnership
602-257-1764
Yarish.M@OWP.com

Media Communications
Tim Garver
Dunn-Edwards
602-714-7280
Tim.Garver@DunnEdwards.com

Professional Development
Richard Vullo
Hafele America
800-423-3531 ext. 5310
RVullo@hafeleamericas.com

Programs
Jeff Cox
HKS, Inc.
480-688-7919
JCox@HKSInc.com

Fundraising
Jeremy Gustafson
Arcadia Inc.
602-734-5330
JGustafson@ArcadiaInc.com

Technical
Jim Daniels
ATAS International, Inc.
480-558-7210
JDaniels@Atas.com

Kenn Lockhart Scholarship
Foundation
Brian McClure
Stantec
602-707-4799
Brian.McClure@Stantec.com

Membership
Merrilou Peek
PPG Architectural Coatings
602-377-4002
Merrilou.peek@PPGcom

Academic Programs
Vacant

